Kids evaluates the listed toys and helps millions of people choose just the right toy

for the children in their lives with disabilities.
By

giving some thought to the individual's interests and abilities, as well as to the disability,

there are many gift ideas that are more exciting to give and to receive than a box of Kleenexl
What ideas can you add to the list?
Note: The companies and products mentioned here are offered as suggestions, as a starting

point. I have not had any dealings with them. lf you have dealt with companies, your
comments on their products or on further gift ideas are most welcomed. Happy givingl

Student Voices - Saving the Best for Last
Shadow
By Amanda G. Nelson

What does that mean to you? Some people think of the shadow at noon. But
this is a different type of Shadow. I am talking about Disability Mentoring Day where
Students with a broad range of disabilities mentor someone with the type ofjob they
would like to have. Today I got the privilege of shadowing Mrs. Maynard, who is the
Program Director of Panhandle High School High Tech.
The day started out waiting with another student at Pine Forest High School
who needed a ride to get to her mentor's job. As we sat there waiting for Mrs.
Maynard to arrive we had a light talk about what we wanted to do with are lives and
about the program since Holley was new to the program and she was not sure what to
expect. We were both very excited for the day to begin. As soon as we were getting
to know each other Mrs. Maynard showed up. we were then "Kidnapped." Soon we
found out that we were going to take the Holley to Navarre first. It took us about an
hour before we got there. Holley was going to shadow an ESE teacher as West
Navarre Primary school. She was so excited to shadow this teacher. Soon Holley and
the mentor were well acquainted enough to start her day.

Mrs. Maynard wanted me to meet her daughter when we took a break for
lunch. We had a nice chat; about all different kinds of things. After meeting Suzanne
and her boss, we went to get Mrs. Maynard hair cut. I leamed about how styles use
different tools to cut peoples hair from the stylist.
We were very hungry so we went to the main mall. After lunch we went to the
bookstore to find out how much audio books cost. In my opinion the books were
very costly.

Part of Mrs. Maynard job is to check on other students so we went to the
University of West Florida. The student that we went to check on left early. But the
people who run the WUWF gave us a tow of the radio station and told us about the
how well the student did.

